Homestead Lot 14
Map. 6
Kona, Hawaii

Grant No. 57497
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File in Case No. 18
Description of Homestead lot 14, Map 6
in Kohanaka, N. Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at a rock marked + by Ahu, on boundary of Kaloko, being the common angle of lots 13 and 14. Hence the boundary runs by true bearings:

N 3° 20' W 760 ft. along lot 13 to marked rock by Ahu.
N 71° 20' E 216 ' to marked rock by Ahu.
S 3° 30' E 992 ' along lot 15 to marked rock by Ahu.
S 86° 41' W 218 ' along land of Kaloko to

Situ celebrated point

Area 3 3/4 acres.

Geo. W. Blossom
Sept 18, 1894